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It has been developed for thousands of year for multi-voice choir arts in western 
country and introduced to China for over one hundred year. In the course of 
developing, choir arts accumulated abundant performance and singing style in the past 
one hundred years. 
In January 1990 Professor Geshun Ma indicated with sensitivity and 
insightfulness of a choir conductor that High Position singing is now a mainstream 
style in the world, we should connect to the international track as soon as possible. 
The question brought up by Professor Geshun Ma here is critical one that has great 
importance with the flourish of our nation’s choir arts, which should be highly 
concerned. 
In this essay, the author would firstly introduce the basic framework for High 
Position Singing. Then the author would concentrate on the analysis of its training and 
operation. By focusing on the “lightness, gentleness, height, beauty” characteristics of 
High Position Singing Style, the essay gives a practical example of how the Capella 
Pastoral was performed by Hight Position Sing Style. 
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